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Theme 2: Religious concepts

Knowledge and understanding of religion and belief

A.

Exploring Sikh teachings concerning self, death, afterlife and meaning and purpose of life, with 
reference to:

Philosophical understanding of the Sikh concept of God:

God is the one, the only one and the one without a second; symbolism of Ik Onkar (Adi Granth 
929,1035,1037); God as personal – Adi Granth 784, 1190; God as nirguna (without attributes) and 
saguna (with attributes); God as omnipotent and omniscient; God as creator and sustainer of life – 
Adi Granth 25, 684,700; God as immanent and transcendent.

B.
The soul:

Nature of the soul - divine spark of Waheguru, ethereal and non-material; union with Waheguru. 
The aim of breaking cycle of rebirth; journey of the soul through many life forms to attain this aim; 
stages of development on the path of enlightenment including stage of Saram Khand, the realm of 
effort and realm of grace; monist and monotheistic understanding of the relationship between God 
and the soul.

C. Karma, rebirth and mukti:

Philosophical understanding of the path of liberation – replacement of ignorance by spiritual 
enlightenment affected by God’s Grace – it is the meaning and purpose of life; the role of karma and 
transmigration of the soul; union with God – Adi Granth 1127, 905, 275 as the meaning and purpose 
of Sikh life.

Issues for analysis and evaluation will be drawn from any aspect of the content above, such as:

• The relevant importance of the Sikh concept of God in relation to other concepts.

• Whether the most important Sikh teaching about God is that God is personal.

• The impact of Sikh teachings about the soul on the Sikh view of humanity.

• The relationship between God and the soul in Sikhism – monist or monotheistic.

• The relevance of Sikh beliefs about rebirth and mukti for Sikhs today.

• The influence of belief in karma on Sikh lifestyle.



Theme 2: 

Religious concepts

A. Philosophical understanding of the Sikh concept 
of God.
Starting points to understand Sikh philosophical concepts
From our learning so far, we know that, in a religiously and culturally diverse 
society, the Sikh Gurus were concerned to transform the way people saw and 
hence lived their everyday lives.  Embedded in their verses were philosophical 
questions which encouraged life to be viewed in a broader perspective, e.g. by 
stepping back to reflect on the origin and identity of the human self and the 
purpose of our temporary stay on earth:

Kithahu upajai, keh rahai, keh māhi samāvai.

Where do we come from?  

What are we to do while we live here? 

And where will go to in the end?

Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1193

Sikhs understand, however, that the Gurus were channelling or ‘revealing’ divine 
truths through the fabric of everyday life rather than constructing a philosophical 
treatise in isolation from it.   Their teachings thus took the form of a verbal and 
musical communication with different kinds of people, rather than an abstractly 
composed set of beliefs.   This explains why they sometimes employed terms 
for God stemming from Hindu and Islamic traditions (e.g. Harī, Rām, Bhagwān 
as well as Allāh, Rahīm, Khudā) which were prevalent at the time.  By doing 
so, they engaged with people’s different starting points to conceive a sacred 
meaning and dimension to existence.  

Importantly, the Gurus did not construct the concept of ‘a Sikh God’ as opposed 
to the God (or gods) of a different tradition.  To ask a Sikh ‘who is your God?’ 
sounds distinctly odd to Sikh ears.  This is because God is conceived to have 
an infinite and all-embracing nature and to be characterised by spiritual traits 
which form a latent ‘image of God’ within all people.  Sikh teachings on God 
are thus geared to raise awareness of life’s wider, existential context, on the 
one hand, and of each person’s latent potential, on the other, as a basis for how 
people cultivate and live their lives, individually and together.

In this section, we will examine how God and existence are being conceived in 
Sikh thought by interpreting the sacred symbol known as Ik Onkār and related 
scriptural teachings.  As we earlier noted, words carry not only a literal meaning 
but also different connotations, depending on how they get used over time.  We 
will highlight some of the original scriptural terms and consider some definitions 
provided in the authoritative Punjabi language encyclopaedia for Sikh religious 
terms, known popularly as the Mahān Kosh.   We will also consider why Sikhs 
might both use and resist using the English translation ‘God’, which serves as a 
basic starting term for our study. 

This section covers AO1 
content

SPECIFICATION 
CONTENT:

Exploring Sikh teachings 
concerning self, death, 
afterlife and meaning 
and purpose of life, with 
reference to: 

Philosophical 
understanding of the Sikh 
concept of God.

Key terms

Latent - (of a quality or 
state) existing but not yet 
developed or manifest; 
hidden or concealed.

Existential – relating to 
existence

Connotation - An idea 
or feeling which a word 
invokes for a person in 
addition to its literal or 
primary meaning 

(Oxford Living 
Dictionaries)



Hearing and reading the meanings of Ik Onkār   
The best way to unpack Sikh concepts of God and existence is to consider 
how these are jointly evoked in the verbal formula, Ik Onkār (often spelt Ik 
Oankār). It is represented by two graphic characters which form a sacred 
symbol.  This forms the start of the Mūl Mantar, the ‘root prayer’, which opens 
the entire contents of the Guru Granth Sahib.  The symbol also appears 
repeatedly throughout the sacred text to introduce new cycles of verse.  Ik 
Onkār is sometimes called the bīj mantar or ‘seed prayer’.  This reflects its 
seminal role in shaping the ethos and practice of the Sikh dharam and the 
idea that it contains the essence of all Sikh teaching.   It also suggests that 
its role is to plant an outlook in one’s mind, which shapes how one lives and 
relates to the world.

Because of its meaningful symbolism, Ik Onkār cannot easily be translated.  
Some translations offered include: ‘There is One God’; ‘God is One – All is 
God’; ‘One Reality Is’ (Nikky Guninder-Kaur Singh); ‘One, Manifest as Word’ 
(Christopher Shackle and Arvindpal Mandair); ‘One Force that radiates in 
all’ (Harinder Singh).  Importantly, it points to the Creator and creation not 
as static and separate objects, but as interconnected dimensions in the 
dynamic process of existence.   

The first character in this visual representation is the numeric symbol (or 
numeral) used in northern India to represent ‘1’.  This is pronounced ‘Ik’ (and 
sometimes ‘Ek’).   Since all symbols ‘say’ something, this prompts us to think 
what Guru Nanak was trying to signify when he placed it at the beginning.  
The second character in the Ik Onkār symbol, with its series of curves, stands 
for ‘Onkār’.  This evokes for Sikhs an infinite sacredness which underlies, 
sustains and protects the diverse expanse of creation.  We will now look at 
each in more detail, beginning with the Onkār and then returning to examine 
the significance of ‘1’.

Concepts associated with ‘Onkār’
To make sense of this part of the symbol, it helps to know how to write it.  
You start as if you were outlining the curved side of a capital ‘B’ to shape out 
its main body.  The pen then sweeps upwards on the left-hand side, before 
moving over and across to the right to create an open-ended, double arch.  

For some, this sound echoes the ancient syllable ‘Aum’ or ‘Om’ (see Theme 
1), long conceived in India as a sacred vibration, ever-resonant in creation.  In 
Guru Nanak’s time, listeners would have readily associated this sound with 
sacredness. The Mahān Kosh encyclopaedia sheds light on the meanings 
associated with the component parts of the Onkār character.  

Significantly, the shape of the Onkār is similar to the first letter of the 
Gurmukhi alphabet, oorha, (written as ੳ ).  It carries the idea of the origin of 
everything, rather like the Greek letter ‘alpha’ used in Christian symbolism.  
Several Punjabi words to do with creation, birth and production begin with 
it. This same letter has a vowel form called horha (written, with an open ‘lid’, 
as ਓ).  It produces a sound similar to the word ‘awe’ and to the ‘o’ in ‘or’.  
In Punjabi, this sound evokes a sense of wonder and also points towards 
a person or thing.  It is equivalent to the English ‘that’ when we say ‘that 
person’ or ‘that thing’ and is also the sound of the Punjabi (third person) 
pronoun for ‘he’, ‘she’ or ‘it’.  

Symbolism of Ik Onkar

Key term

Symbol - A mark or 
character used as a 
conventional representation 
of an object, function, or 
process.

Symbolism - The use of 
symbols to represent ideas 
or qualities.

Key terms

Transcendent – beyond or 
above the range of normal or 
physical human experience; 
surpassing the ordinary; 
exceptional; (of God) 
existing apart from and not 
subject to the limitations of 
the material universe.

Omnipresence – the state 
of being widespread or 
constantly encountered; the 
presence of God everywhere 
at the same time.

Oxford Living Dictionaries

Omni – from Latin omni-, 
combining form of omnis, 
‘all, every, the whole, of every 
kind’.

Online Etymology Dictionary



If you then nazalise this vowel sound to say ‘Oan’ (with ‘n’ sound you get in 
‘sung’), you will hear the sound rising within you as the back of the tongue 
lifts towards the palate.  For some listeners, the sound sequence ‘Oan’ 
thus symbolically expresses that all reality is rooted in a creative, awe-
inspiring and transcendent presence.  As a written symbol, the descending 
and ascending curves of Onkār suggest God’s omnipresence in all realms 
of creation: the visible, unseen and unfathomable realms as well as past, 
present and future realms.  The Latin prefix ‘omni’ carries the sense of ‘all’ 
and this is one way to remember the idea being expressed about God’s all-
encompassing presence.

The Onkār symbol ends with a line which extends upwards into a double arch.  
This is widely understood to reflect the verbal suffix ‘- kār’ which follows 
the sound ‘Oan’ .  According to the Mahān Kosh, ‘-kār’ carries a number of 
meanings, including: one who does, makes or creates; a task, deed or action; 
a form, including a word-form; a line to mark out a special or protected zone.  
You can see how it can evoke for Sikhs the idea of: 1) a Creator; 2) creation in 
action; 3) the manifestation of God’s presence as the resonant ‘divine word’; 
4) the overarching, protective sphere of God’s grace.  Graphically, the arc-like 
curves appear to form a majestic canopy.  Echoing the symbol for infinity, 
the final curve is open-ended, which suggests to Sikhs God’s transcendence 
and mystery.  

Key quote

‘The numeral ‘1’ at its outset affirms the unicity of the Divine.  The oan 
represented by the first letter of the Gurmukhi script in the centre is the 
primal vocalic syllable of the Indic languages.  The geometric arc above the 
oan gestures a dynamic movement towards a boundless horizon’ – Nikki-
Guninder Kaur Singh

Concepts of ‘One’: unmanifest and manifest, one 
and many
We will now return to the numeral for ‘one’ at the start of the Ik Onkār symbol.  
In everyday life, a numeral functions as a symbol which we use to denote a 
number.  In Europe, the widely used Roman numeric system got replaced 
by the numerals we know and use today, which are based on the numeric 
symbols long used in India and the Middle East.  The numeral which appears 
in the Ik Onkār symbol was, as still is, widely used in north Indian languages.  

A reflection on the use of this numeral is provided in a verse by Bhai Gurdas, 
the esteemed Sikh disciple and writer who lived at the time of the Gurus.  
In the below quote, a transliteration (using the English script to convey the 
sound of the original Punjabi) is presented, along with an explanation of its 
meaning:

Key quote

Eka ekankār likh dekhāliā; oorhā oankār pās bahālia

By writing down the first mathematical numeral, one (ek)

This showed that all is rooted in Ekankār - God as One.

Next to this was put the first alphabetical letter, oorha, 



This showed Onkār - God as Word, manifest in creation’s diverse expanse.

Bhai Gurdas

This observation sums up how God is conceived as both unmanifest and 
manifest.  As Ekankar, ‘the One’, God is singular and indivisible- and also 
invisible to all human perception.  In this respect, God is also Nirankar 
(‘without manifest form’) and Nirgun (‘without manifest attributes’).  As 
Onkār, God is at the same time manifest through the diverse expanse of 
creation, and so characterised as ‘Sargun’ (‘with all attributes’).  The Punjabi 
form of these terms is very slightly different from the general terms, nirguna 
and saguna (which appear in the box opposite).  Many verses in Gurbani 
express the interplay of these contrasting aspects.  For example, there is a 
play below on the word ek (one) and anek (the opposite of ‘one’, i.e. many):

You are many (anek hai), yet you are One (phir ek hai).  

 Guru Gobind Singh, Jaap Sahib, Sri Dasam Granth

The below lines of verse elaborate on God’s hidden (gupat) and manifest 
(pargat) aspects, by depicting the ‘divine will’ resting in a formless void of 
darkness, before creation was set into motion.  They also evoke the idea 
of the power of the ‘One’ who is omnipotent (with potency in all times and 
places).

Arbad narbad dhundūkārā, 

Dharan na gaganā hukam apārā…

Kar kar dekhai hukam sabāeia

Khand brehmand pātāl arambhe, gupatoh pargatī āeida…..

For eons and eons there was utter darkness,

There was no earth, nor skies, only the infinite divine will…

Constantly you exercise Your creative power, 

You also then watch and govern over all

You formed the planets, solar systems and unseen realms

What was hidden (gupat) you made manifest (pargat)….

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1035-6.

Sunn kalā aparanpar dhāri

Āp nirālam apar apāri

In the primal void, You assumed your infinite power

You who are unattached, infinite and incomparable

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1037

God as nirguna (without 
attributes) and saguna (with 
attributes);

Adi Granth 929,1035,1037.



Concepts of ‘One’: Supreme Originator without a 
second
The emphasis on ‘one’ can be also read in relation to the particular religious and 
cultural milieu in which the Sikh faith emerged.  The term Onkār (sometimes 
spelt Omkār) in Hindu tradition was used to refer to a representation of ‘Om’ 
or ‘Aum’ – as a sound, a written symbol or some physical object of worship.  It 
symbolised a trinity of deities - Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva - which personified 
the eternal functions of creating, sustaining and destroying.  By writing the 
numeral one, Guru Nanak was seen to direct people’s attention beyond this 
trinity and beyond a devotional focus on representations of different deities 
as manifestations of the divine (a form of worship referred to as saguna  
bhakti).  It follows that, in one verse, where he addresses a Hindu priest, 
Guru Nanak depicts Onkār as the supreme Originator of all things – even of 
Brahma, the Hindu deity who personifies creativity itself:

Onkār, Brahmā utpat; Onkār kīā jin chit…

It is from Onkār, that Brahma, the creator-deity, was himself created

It is Onkār, whom he enshrined in his consciousness…

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 929

In this same verse, Guru Nanak also emphasises Onkār is also Ekankār, to 
stress that God is the Supreme One, with no other:

Ekankār, avar nahī dūjā

God is One, there is no second or other.

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 930

From another respect, there is a ‘second’ after God - the phenomenon of 
‘creation’.  This is depicted as second to the phenomenon of Nām, God’s 
self-expression as the ever-present ‘divine name’:

Āpīnhai āp sājio, āpīnhai rachio nāo

Duī kudrat sājīai, kar āsan dittho chāo

You Yourself created Yourself, 

You Yourself created nām, the expression of your divine name and presence

Secondly, You fashioned creation; seated within it, You behold it with delight

 Guru Granth Sahib p. 463

Nām is a key concept which points to God’s identity and presence in the 
world.  In everyday Punjabi it means ‘name’ (like nom in French or nome in 
Italian) and it is sometimes translated as ‘God’s name’ or the ‘divine name’.  
If you think about it, as soon as you name someone or something, you begin 
to identify and relate to that person or thing; by remembering a name (e.g. of 
someone who is far away) you get a sense of their presence.  For Sikhs, then, 
to remember Nām, by meditating on a name for God, is a way of keeping 
God’s presence in mind.    

Nām is also a philosophical term for the total expression of God’s existence, 

God is the one, the only 
one and the one without a 
second; 



which reverberates everywhere, holding together and sustaining creation.  
Nām can thus be seen as God’s immanence, which the Guru helps one 
to discern, in the same way a baby in the womb might discern its unseen 
mother’s presence pervading the environment all around. 

Concepts of ‘One’: immanent and transcendent 
Knower
The numeral at the start of the Ik Onkār symbol extracts God’s identity as 
the ‘One,’ who is omnipresent in creation, yet also majestically rules over 
it (as the shape of the canopy-like arch suggests). As we have seen, there 
are verses which depict God as ‘unattached’ and independent of the world 
he creates and is part of.    Encapsulated here is the view that God is both 
immanent (pervading and sustaining creation and also dwelling in each 
person) and transcendent.  This non-dual aspect also reflects the concept of 
God’s oneness.  It also contributes to the idea of God being omniscient (all-
knowing), as an insider who participates in and experiences creation and an 
outsider who observes and beholds it, as reflected in the verses below:

Tū darīāou dānā bīnā, mai machhulī kaise ant lahā

Jeh jeh dekhā teh teh tu hai, tujh te niksī phūt marā

You are the River, All-knowing and All-seeing.  

I am just a fish – how can I know your limit?

Wherever I turn to look, You are there, everywhere.

Outside of you, I would burst and die.

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 25

Kāhe re ban khojan jāī?

Sarab nivāsi sadā alepā, tohī sang samāī.

Puhap madh jiou bās basat hai, mukar māhi jaise chhāī,

Taise hī har base nirantar, ghat hī khojoh bhāī.

Why do you go looking for God in the forest?

He is forever unattached, yet everywhere He dwells

And is there for you always as your companion.

Like fragrance dwelling in the flower, like the reflection in the mirror

God dwells within you; search your own depths to find him, my friend.

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 684

God as omnipotent and 
omniscient; God as creator 
and sustainer of life – Adi 
Granth 25, 684,700

God as immanent and 
transcendent.



Ko kehato sabh bāhar bāhar, ko kahato sabh mahīaou

Baran na dīsai,chihan na lakhīai, suhāgan sāt bujhahīaou

Some say He is totally beyond this world, some say He is totally within it

And that none can see or discern his colour or markings.

My fortunate, awakened sisters, help me realise His true nature.

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 700

Concepts of ‘One’: non-personal and personal
One way to understand the Ik Onkār symbol is that it says ‘All is One’.  This 
explanation suggests – without depicting any personality - a sacredness 
which pervades and unites existence.  We have already come across some 
ways of translating which bring out this view, such as: ‘One Reality is’ (Nikki 
Guninder Kaur Singh) or ‘One force radiates in all’ (Harinder Singh).  This 
can be extended to use vocabulary and grammar to elaborate on this non-
personal view of God, as you will notice in the explanation below:

‘Here then, is succinctly present Guru Nanak’s vision of the Transcendent: the 
‘1’ is the beginning of all, and yet the commencement and cessation of Its 
condition cannot be comprehended.  The Ultimate Reality symbolized in the 
numeral One is beyond gender and causality.  It is spaceless and timeless.’ 

 Nikky Guninder-Kaur Singh

Another way to understand the Ik Onkār symbol is that it says ‘God is One’.  
The numeral one can be seen to give God an identity - as ‘The One’.  This 
nature of this identity is immediately unpacked in the Mūl Mantar, or ‘root 
prayer’ which opens the Guru Granth Sahib.  The One is ‘known as the Eternal 
Reality’ (sat nām); the ‘Creator Being’ (kartā purakh); without fear (nirbhau), 
without hatred (nirvair); whose image transcends time (akāl mūrat); who is 
not subject to birth (ajūnī); who is self-existent (saibhang); the enlightened 
consciousness, known through divine grace (gur prasād).  

Whilst translations may vary, this series of statements depict a Being, 
characterised by an awareness and agency (with power or will to think and 
act) and by certain dispositions (e.g. the absence of fear or hate).  The 
concept of nām also suggests God speaks or expresses His presence in the 
world.  In this regard, the One is certainly depicted as a personality.  This is 
elaborated upon in the verses of Gurbani, where God is envisaged as Friend, 
Master, Mother and Father as well as a non-personal force or phenomenon:

Mitth bolarhā jī, har sajan suāmi morā

Hou sanmal thhakī jī, oh kade na bolai koura…

Sweet is the speech of my Infinite Master, My Innermost Friend

I have grown weary of testing Him, never does He utter a bitter word.

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 784

God as personal – Adi 
Granth 784, 1190



Bemuhtāj beant apārā, 

Sach patījai karnaihārā…

Ape karnī karanhār…

You are independent, endless, infinite

You are the Creator, grounded in Truth…

You Yourself are the deed and also the Doer….

 Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1190

When we talk about God as a personality, language obliges us to assign a 
gender.  In English, we must choose between the pronouns ‘he’ and ‘she’.  
In Punjabi, as in French, all nouns are either masculine or feminine; there is 
no neutral ‘it’.  The same pronoun (pronounced like the ‘o’ in ‘or’) is used for 
‘he’ and ‘she’.  It is the endings of verbs and adjectives which instead reveal 
the gender.  In Gurbānī, whilst the grammar assigns a masculine identity 
to God’s personality, God is also depicted using feminine imagery (e.g. as 
Mother - Mātā).  

We have learnt already that Sikh concepts of God are wide-ranging and 
paradoxical even. Whilst Sikhs may readily translate Gurbani into English 
using the noun ‘God’ and pronoun ‘He’, they may do so recognising that 
this can be problematic, if it boxes up the concept of God in the image of a 
male Father figure, which is dominant in Semitic religious traditions.  One 
translator, Nikki-Guninder Kaur Singh, successfully avoids the use of either 
term in her English language renderings of Gurbani and also emphasises 
how God’s presence is depicted through feminine concepts such as ‘jyot’, 
the divine spark, flame or light.   Another way that Sikhs may understand 
God to be personal is the idea that God is latent in every person – an aspect 
we will explore in the next section.




